
QUALITY ANALYSIS OF THE BALANCE SHEET

When performing a financial analysis of a firm, an analyst must be mindful of the quality of the earnings reported by a
firm, as well as the quality of the firm's.

The impact of this account on the investment quality of a balance sheet needs to be judged in terms of its
comparative size to shareholders' equity and the company's success rate with acquisitions. These firms include
Kaiser Aluminum,U. What are the risks and advantages of using this capital structure? Profitable
businessesâ€”the kind that can make your children and grandchildren richâ€”tend to have a few things in
common. The company also saved substantial amounts from its profit-sharing arrangements with employees.
Various proposals have been put forth to deal with these issues, some of which were codified into law with the
passage of the Sarbanesâ€”Oxley Act of  Although often challenging, financial professionals must make
reasonable assumptions about the future of the firm and its industry and determine how these assumptions will
impact both the cash flows and the funding. First, high -quality earnings tend to be cash earnings. Higher
ratios are better because they show that you have the ability to more easily cover your short-term debts.
Creditors use it to make loan decisions, and investors use it to weigh future growth opportunities of a
company's stock. Register by September 20th for treasury and finance's premier event. This often takes the
form of pro-forma financial statements, based on techniques such as the percent of sales approach. Distortions
in earnings can arise from such issues as the time of revenue recognition, the establishment of reserves for
such items as loan loss provisions in banking, the amortization of intangible assets, and the like. Similarly, if a
firm has significant amounts of inventory that cannot be moved, the quality of the balance sheet is reduced
until the firm charges off this lowquality inventory. This change is because the bank could buy its own debt in
the market and reduce the debt amount. A Car Manufacturer would not like to face the risk of its suppliers
stopping the operations and so the supply of parts to Car Manufacturer, which ultimately affects the operation
of Car Manufacturer. That's bad because despite behaving similarly in good times, commercial paper is not the
same as cash and short-term treasury bills. The dollars involved in intellectual property and deferred charges
are typically not material and, in most cases, do not warrant much analytical scrutiny. If the bank does not
have sufficient deposits it will not be able to lend and the loan growth will also be hampered. Therefore, a
strong balance sheet is built on the efficient management of these major asset types, and a strong portfolio is
built on knowing how to read and analyze financial statements. The Bottom Line Assets represent items of
value that a company owns, has in its possession or is due. Prepare forecasted financial statements. The same
is true whenever you look at a publicly traded companyâ€”you must make a decision as if you were
purchasing a private business. By knowing how to analyze a company's financial information, you can
determine: How much debt the business has relative to its equity How quickly customers are paying their bills
Whether short-term cash is declining or increasing The percentage of assets that are tangible e. The next steps
Once the analysis of the firm and its financial statements are completed, there are further questions that must
be answered. You may learn more about accounting from the following articles â€”. To the extent that
reported earnings reflect the impact of nonrecurring transactions, the quality of those earnings is reduced. For
any financial professional, it is important to know how to effectively analyze the financial statements of a
firm. Value the firm. If you have a high amount of receivables relative to cash, your business may need to
consider stricter credit terms to motivate buyers to pay more quickly. By Joshua Kennon Updated December
09, When flipping to the back of a company's annual report or K , you may have found yourself blankly
staring at dozens, or even hundreds, of pages of numbers and tables. A careful analysis by Banks can help
them in finding if the loan disbursed for a specific purpose is being used for the same purpose or being
diverted by the Company for something else, which can give an early warning signal for a potential default in
a loan. Because a Car Manufacturer would like to establish a relationship with a Company which is financially
strong and stable.


